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Bouquet Collage by Avi Ben-Simhon
Mixed Media - Main Subject: Plants & Flowers
Item Number
3984332385

Retail Value
$500

ArtRev.com Price
$350
You Save 30% Off [-$150.00]

Dimensions (As Shown)
24W x 36H x 0.75D Inches
60.96W x 91.44H x 1.9D cm

Medium
Mixed Media

Edition
- Limited Edition of 250
- Hand-Signed
- Numbered

Frame Your Artwork Online & Save!
Did you know that you can custom frame this artwork to your exact taste and
specifications. Spark your own creativity and frame your artwork in as little as 2
minutes in three easy steps! Our Online frame shop offers museum quality
framing services at prices up to 50% off your local gallery or frame shop. See art
collection .

About Avi Ben-Simhon

Avi Ben Simhons works are unique in their bright and effervescent gripping colors and dynamic textures. His compelling, intricate
compositions intrigue the eye of the viewer. Avi was influenced by the fauvist and cubist painters of the 19th century, particularly
Picasso, and the surrealistic painters, Dali and Magritte. The dramatic, powerful images and forceful colors are dominant in his
oeuvre and express a joy of life.
His work is the culmination of artistic excellence and a background in graphic printing and is exciting, unique and has become a
favorite among collectors for its beauty and mood.
The inspiration for my work comes from within me, he explained. I am not trying to copy nature - I am copying my imagination.
Ben-Simhon was born in Fezze, Morrocco in 1947, but he spent his formative years in Israel. His family immigrated to the country
in 1948 upon the establishment of the Israeli state. The artist grew up in the historic city of Jerusalem and also served in the
Israeli army before joining a group of friends to establish Kibbutz Eyal.
Along with its religious significance in his life, Israel was also the location of Ben-Simhons extensive art education. In 1986, he
studied at the acclaimed Avni Art Institute, which was followed by three years of immersion into the world of contemporary art at
the acclaimed Kallisher Institute. Ben-Simhon soon became fascinated by the Fauvist and Cubist painters of the 19th Century,
and the influence of this style is readily apparent in his paintings. He says his work is marriage of beauty and complication, and he
finds that his collectors adore the round lines, colorful images and the feeling of happiness they evoke.
Today, Avi Ben-Simhon has become a highly collectible painter whose works can be found in private and corporate collections
around the world. His dramatic, brilliantly colored images have also been the subject of myriad images throughout Israel, France,
Canada and the United States.
His exhibitions include:
1990
1992
1994
2001
2002
2002
2003
2004

Goldeman Rockville Gallery, Washington D.C.
Kallisher 5 Gallery, Tel Aviv
Zionist Organization of America, Tel Aviv
The Gallery of Kibbutz Naan
Art Miami, Florida
International Artexpo New York
International Artexpo New York
International Artexpo New York

Mixed Media
An artwork that has been hand-crafted by the artist using a variety of materials and more than one medium.
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